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NOTATION
The notation used in the following sections is defined with the corre-
sponding FORTRAN name used in the program indicated parenthetically. Figure 1
shows the nomenclature used for the various inlet and nozzle locations. The
values below are defined per engine and the drag coefficients are based on
inlet capture area unless noted. The starred (*) items are required program
inputs which are either user input or are supplied by another subroutine in
the aircraft synthesis program.
S_irmbol Code
A
AAUX/_N G (AUAENG)*
ABL/A c (ABLEAC)
_p/A c (ABYPAC)
A (AC)
c
ACC (ACC)
AEF (AEF)*
AEN G (AENG)*
AEXIT (AEXIT)
ANOZT H (ANOZT)
A (AO)
o
A /A (AOAC)
O c
A (AS)
S
ATH (AT)
ATH D (ATD)
AVENT/A c (AVEACD)
area, m 2, ft 2
auxiliary systems area ratio
bleed mass flow ratio
bypass mass flow ratio
inlet capture area (per engine), m 2, ft 2
area of exit nozzle (Joint point between engine
and fuselage)
area of exit, m2, ft2
engine face flow area (per engine), m 2, ft 2
engine face total area (per engine), m 2, ft 2
nozzle exit area (per engine), m 2, ft2
nozzle throat area (per engine), m 2, ft2
area of free-stream stream tube (per engine), m 2, ft2
mass flow ratio of inlet (per engine), m2, ft 2
projected frontal area of compression surface,
m 2 , ft 2
inlet throat area (per engine), m 2, ft2
inlet throat area (per engine) at _ES' m2' ft2
ratio of engine ventilation flow area to inlet
capture area (per engine)
iii
AWEDGE/Ac
AY
CD
CDAD
CDAuX
CDBL
CDBp
CDBT
CDDIV
CDINF
CD8
CPDIV
CPS
Cs or CDsP
CT
DCC
DENG
g
Dg
h
IPR
L
(AWAENG)*
(AY)
(CDAD)
(CDAUX)
(CDBE)
(CDBP)
(CDBT)
(CDDIV)
(CDI)
(CPCS)
boundary-layer diverter area ratio
projected frontal area of compression surface
forward of point of normal shock impingement,
m 2 , ft 2
drag coefficient
supersonic spill additive drag coefficient
auxiliary systems drag coefficient
bleed drag coefficient
bypass drag coefficient
nozzle boattail drag coefficient
boundary-layer dlverter drag coefficient
nozzle interference drag coefficient
boattail drag coefficient based on ACC
pressure coefficient on diverter surface
pressure coefficient on compression surface
(CS or CDADS) subsonic spill additive drag coefficient
thrust coefficient
(DCC) nozzle diameter at customer connect, m, ft
(DENG) engine face diameter, m, ft
acceleration of gravity, m/see 2, ft/sec 2
(DEXIT) nozzle exit diameter, m, ft
altitude, m, ft
(IPR)* inlet pressure recovery code
distance between normal shock position and inlet
lip
iv
L/Yc
LNOZ
M
m
mAUX
mBp
M
cone
_ES
_Z
MEXIT
M
NENG
NPR
P
PE
P_ES
PRsu B
PRsu P
P_OT
PSPIN
P
t
P
tEBlee d
(XLVD)
(XLNOZ)
(XMCONE)
(XMDES)*
(XMEF)*
(XMEX)
(XMT)*
(xMo)*
(EN) *
(NPR) *
(PRDES)
(PRSUB)
(PR)
(PRTOT)
(PTBLE)
distance between normal shock position and inlet lip
ratioed to inlet capture diameter
nozzle length, m, ft
Mach number
mass flow, kg/sec, ib/sec
auxiliary systems mass flow, kg/sec, Ib/sec
bypass mass flow, kg/sec, Ib/sec
compression surface Mach number
inlet design Mach number
exit Mach number
exit mass flow, kg/sec, Ib/sec
engine face Mach number
nozzle exit Math number
inlet throat Mach number
free-stream Mach number
number of engines
nozzle pressure ratio
static pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
exit static pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
supersonic diffuser pressure recovery at MDE S
subsonic diffuser pressure recovery
supersonic diffuser pressure recovery
total pressure recovery to engine face
cone surface pressure ratio
total pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
bleed exit total pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
P
tEBypass
PtEF
PTH
PtNOZ
P
tTtt
P
t
P_
Q or q_
SFC
S/D
g
Sref
T
T
g
T
t
T
tNOZ
Tt
VE
V®
W
a
Xcone/YC
Yc
Ys
B
(PTBYP)
(PTNOZ) *
(PTO)*
(PINF) *
(Q)*
(SODG)*
(SWING) *
(FIP)*
(TTNOZ) *
(TTO) *
(WA)*
(xcoYc)
(YC)
(BETA)
bypass exit total pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
total pressure at engine face, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
cone static pressure at the throat, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
nozzle exit total pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
total pressure at inlet face, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
free-stream total pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
free-stream static pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
free-stream dynamic pressure, N/m 2, ib/ft 2
specific fuel consumption, kg/N-hr, Ib/ib-hr
nozzle spacing ratio
wing reference area, m 2, ft 2
thrust, N, Ib
gross thrust per engine, N, ib
total temperature, K, R
" nozzle exit total temperature, K, R
free-stream total temperature, K, R
exit velocity, m/sec, ft/sec
free-stream velocity, m/sec, ft/sec
engine airflow, kg/sec, ib/sec
distance from cone tip to inlet face ratioed to inlet
capture diameter
inlet capture diameter, m, ft
diameter of inlet centerbody at inlet throat, m, ft
nozzle boattail angle, deg
vi
APR
Y
P_
8
0D
OE
(DELPR) *
(GAMMA)
(LAMBDA)
(m_o)
(THETA)
(THDIV)
incremental pressure recovery correction
isentropic constant
angle at inlet lip between average direction of flow
and longitudinal axis of inlet
free-stream static density, kg/m 3, ib/ft 3
cone half angle, deg
boundary-layer diverter wedge angle, deg
exit angle, deg (COSDE is cosine of exit angle in
program)
vii
A SIMPLIFIEDANALYSISOFPROPULSIONI STALLATION
LOSSESFORCOMPUTERIZEDAIRCRAFTDESIGN
Shelby J. Morris, Jr., Walter P. Nelms, Jr., and RodneyO. Bailey
AmesResearchCenter
SUMMARY
A simplified method is presented for computing the installation losses of
aircraft gas-turbine propulsion systems. Themethodhas been programmedfor
use in computer-aided conceptual aircraft design studies that cover a broad
range of Machnumbersand altitudes. The items computedare: inlet size,
pressure recovery, additive drag, subsonic spillage drag, bleed and bypass
drags, auxiliary air systems drag, boundary-layer diverter drag, nozzle boat-
tail drag, and the interference drag on the region adjacent to multiple nozzle
installations. Themethodsfor computing each of these installation effects are
described and computer codes for the calculation of these effects are furnished.
The results of these methodsare comparedwith selected data for the F-5A and
other aircraft. The computerprogramcan be used with uninstalled engine
performance information which is currently supplied by a cycle analysis pro-
gram. The program, including comments, is about 600 FORTRAN statements long,
and uses both theoretical and empirical techniques.
INTRODUCTION
The design of advanced aircraft systems requires the consideration of many
different tradeoffs and parameters to arrive at an optimum design for a
particular requirement or group of requlrements. One is the effect of inter-
action between the aerodynamics and the propulsion of these systems. Propul-
sion installation effects on high-speed aircraft can amount to i0 percent or
more of the aircraft drag and can also degrade the propulsion thrust via inlet
total-pressure recovery penalties and nozzle-flow penalties. These effects
are significant in high-speed aircraft design, and thus require attention,
even in early design studies.
Tradeoff studies are usually done manually or, more recently, by many
large computer programs with manual communication between them. As computer
capabilities have increased, it has become possible to communicate between
these disciplines within the computer in an automated or integrated fashion.
This integration allows computation of the trajectory of the aircraft over its
entire mission, thereby providing the ability to determine the effects of
various parameters and to optimize the aircraft for specific requirements
subject to various constraints. The method and computer code presented in this
report is intended to supply the propulsion installation losses as required
in this process. The code is designed to work as part of a propulsion module
in the frameworkof the Aircraft Synthesis Program, ACSYNT(fig. 2), which
has been developed at the AmesResearchCenter (ref. I).
The purpose of this report is to documentthe methodsand the computer
code for propulsion installation losses as presently employedin ACSYNT.
Limited examplecomparisonsof calculations with data are madeand areas of
further research identified. It should be emphasizedthat, at present, the
methodsare preliminary in nature and further work is neededto improve the
techniques and to perform additional correlations with data.
PROGRAMPHILOSOPHY
The purpose of the Propulsion Installation Calculation (PRINC) module is
to compute the air induction system and nozzle/afterbody effects in the
ACSYNT program. The procedures employed in the present subroutine are general,
since the methods must be applicable to a variety of inlet, engine, and nozzle
types over a broad range of Mach numbers and altitudes. An additional impor-
tant requirement is that the calculations be very rapid, since installation
losses are computed many times (over i000) in a run of the ACSYNT program.
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the method. A modular approach is used
so that future additions and improvements can be easily incorporated. Items
computed include (I) inlet pressure recovery, (2) inlet size, (3) additive and
spillage drags, (4) bleed and bypass drags, (5) auxiliary system drag,
(6) boundary-layer diverter drag, (7) nozzle boattail drag, and (8) nozzle
interference drag. In figure 3, those parameters listed inside the boxes
are output from the various modules and those parameters listed beneath each
box are required inputs to each module.
There are varied accounting approaches for the aerodynamic propulsion
system and propulsion system/airframe interaction losses. The method employed
in the PRINC module is to charge all losses (listed above) to the engine thrust
and specific fuel consumption (SFC) as indicated in figure 4. However, the
total propulsion installation drag as well as the individual propulsion-
related drags are computed separately so that any desired accounting method
may be adopted by the user. An available option in the program is a multiply-
ing factor for any or all of the propulsion installation losses to adjust the
level of these penalties at the user's discretion.
DESCRIPTION OF METHODS
This section documents the methods used in the propulsion installation
loss module (PRINC) and diagrammed in figure 3. It is assumed, for the inlet
drag calculations, that the inlet is an axisymmetric, external compression
design and, for the additive drag calculation, that the surface pressures are
for a cone of an average half angle of 20 °. The drag coefficients computed
in the following development are based on inlet capture area, except where
noted. The equations, derivations, and programming details are presented in
appendix A. A FORTRAN listing of all the modules is included in appendix B.
Inlet Pressure Recovery --The inlet pressure recovery is divided into two
parts, the pressure recovery in the region ahead of the inlet face and the
pressure recovery in the subsonic diffuser after the inlet face. The pressure
recovery in the region ahead of the inlet face is estimated by the use of
the standard AIA or Military Specification 5008B methods or by the assumption
of normal shock pressure recovery (appendix A). The pressure recovery versus
Mach number computed by these three methods is shown in figure 5.
The subsonic diffuser pressure recovery is estimated by the empirical
method of Ball (ref. 2), which gives this pressure recovery as a function of
the throat Mach number, the inlet lip bluntness, and the free-stream Mach
number. For the present study, the inlet llp has been assumed to be sharp and,
thus, the inlet subsonic diffuser pressure recovery is independent of lip
bluntness or free-stream Mach number. Also, the geometric inlet throat Mach
number is equal to the effective inlet throat Mach number as described in
reference 2.
A fourth method available in the program is to input the inlet total
pressure recovery as a function of free-stream Mach number in tabularlzed
form.
Inlet Sizing --The inlet face flow area is determined by a mass balance
(conservation of mass) between the inlet face and the engine face. The mass
flow at the engine face is determined by the requirements of the engine. The
inlet face flow area is increased over that of the engine to allow for bypass,
bleed, and powerplant ventilation mass-flow requirements. The free-stream
stream-tube cross-sectional area is determined by a mass balance between the
free stream and the inlet face. The inlet design Mach number is used to define
the inlet capture area, which is equal to the free-stream stream-tube cross-
sectional area at the engine's maximum power setting. The inlet capture area
is held constant at off-deslgn conditions; however, the centerbody is allowed
to move so that the inlet throat Mach number is held at some specified value.
No check is made on the mechanical difficulty of achieving this variation.
The key assumption in this analysis is that the inlet throat Mach number is
constant. The programming details of this subroutine are included in appen-
dix A.
Additive Drag -- The engine thrust is referenced to free-stream conditions.
The loss in momentum of the airflow ahead of the inlet system must be accounted
for in the bookkeeping system. This loss in momentum ahead of the inlet face
is called "additive drag" and is a function of the inlet geometry, the free-
stream Mach number, and the mass flow of the engine.
The inlet additive drag is computed by a momentum balance between the
inlet face and the free stream. The cosine of average flow angle (with respect
to the inlet centerline) at the inlet face is assumed to be 1.0. The inlet is
assumed to be external compression (that is the normal shock is outside of the
cowl llp). The inlet throat Mach number is held constant at some specified
value. The inlet geometry is assumed to be axisymmetrlc. The additive drag
can be computed (ref. 3) from
CDAD = y-_2 -- p_ PtTH
+ Ac ATH g A _]- cone 1.0 - _ vM + CSA P_ c
C
The cone pressure calculation uses a polynomial approximation presented
by Lighthill (ref. 4). The subsonic spillage effect Cs is computed using
an empirical technique described by Sibulkin (ref. 3). A complete description
of the method is included in appendix A.
Bypass Drag -- In high-Mach-number aircraft design the inlet is usually
sized at the maximum design Mach number. During off-design operation at lower
Mach numbers, the inlet usually has the capacity to supply an excess airflow
to the engine. This excess airflow must be either taken onboard the aircraft
and passed (bypassed) around the engine or diverted (spilled) around the inlet
system.
The bypass drag is computed from a momentum balance between the free-
stream and the bypass exit. The bypass exit nozzle can be either sonic or
fully expanded. After considerable simplification (see appendix A), the
momentum balance yields
(ABp/Ac) cos + 0.2_) ]
+o. 4 "P,:)- +g ®
where y is assumed to be 1.4. If it is assumed that the bypass exit nozzle
is sonic, then
ME= 1.0
If it is assumed that the bypass exit nozzle is fully expanded, then
PE = P®
ME = [5(PtEIP )0.286 - 1)] 0.5
The bypass exit pressure recovery is assumedto be a fraction of the inlet
total pressure recovery (to the engine face). Typical values for this fraction
are
Pt /Pt = KPt /Pt
E _ EF
where 0.3 < K < 0.7.
-- R
Bleed Drag --The inlet compression ramp or cone for typical supersonic
inlet designs often have a considerable length exposed to an adverse pressure
gradient. This can create a boundary layer which is thick enough to cause
losses in engine performance. The problem is particularly acute in regions
where a shock wave interacts with this boundary layer. In order to maintain
efficient engine performance, part of the boundary layer is removed on these
compression surfaces in some inlets, and it is necessary to account for the
momentum loss of this bleed flow. A momentum balance between the free stream
and the bleed exit yields an expression similar to the bypass drag formulation.
The bleed exit can be assumed to be either sonic or fully expanded. The
momentum balance yields
- 2 1 - cosem +
where y is assumed to be equal to 1.4. If it is assumed that the bleed exit
nozzle is sonic, then
ME " 1.0
If it is assumed that the bleed exit nozzle is fully expanded, then
PE ffiP=
= [5(PtE/P )0-286 - 110.5
The bleed exit pressure recovery is assumed to be a fraction of the inlet
total pressure recovery (to the engine face). Typical values for this fraction
are
Pt /Pt = KPt /Pt
E m EF
where 0.3 _<K _<0.7.
A complete derivation of these equations is contained in appendix A.
Auxiliary SystemsDrag -- The auxiliary systems drag accounts for the air-
flow taken into the aircraft for systems cooling and auxiliary power generation.
Many aircraft have small auxiliary inlets mounted at some convenient place to
serve this purpose, and the drag created can be significant. It is assumed
that the total momentum of the flow into these systems is lost. Therefore the
auxiliary system drag is
mAuxV_ 0_AAuxV_ AAU x
CDAux = QAc = i = 2
0_V_A c Ac
where AAux/A c is the ratio of the auxiliary system inlet capture area to
aircraft inlet capture area. Typical values for this quantity range from
0.005 to 0.01.
Boundary-Layer Diverter Drag -- In many inlet installation systems, the
inlets are located close to the aircraft's larger components (i.e., wings,
fuselage) which generate regions of low momentum ahead of the inlet. The
ingestion of these boundary layers into the inlet creates a nonuniform flow
distribution which can cause considerable performance degradation in the
engine. This problem has been avoided by the addition of a ramp (a plow)
between the inlet and the boundary-layer generating surface. The turning of
the flow in these systems adds drag to the aircraft, which must be accounted
for. A fit of data (refs. 5 and 6) yields
1.2 eD AWEDGE
CDDI V = V _ A -- ; M [ 1.55
c
eD _DGE
= 0.499 _ ; 0.95 < M=o < 1.55
c
M, - 0.8 8D AWEDG E
= 0.499 (0.95- 0.80) 20 A ;. 0.80 < M _<0.95
c
= 0.0 ; M <_0.8
Details on the data and a comparison with the fit are given in appendix A.
Boattail Drag --The boattall drag on the airframe back to the point where
the nacelle and engine are joined (see fig. ib) is calculated as part of the
aircraft drag. The boattall drag on the portion of the engine which includes
the engine nozzle after this Joint is charged to the engine performance in
the present accounting system. The boattall drag estimation method used is an
empirical technique developed by Ball (ref. 2) from wlnd-tunnel data on iso-
lated boattall nozzles. The nozzle interference drag described in the next
section corrects this for installations of more than one engine. The boattail
drag is based on the area at the point where the engine is joined to the
airframe. The formulation is for an engine nozzle pressure ratio (engine exit
total pressure to free-stream static pressure) of 2.5; however, correction
terms are included for different nozzle pressure ratios. The engine nozzle
exit area is computedfrom the engine thermodynamicdata. The boattall angle
is computedfrom the engine diameter and the assumption that the length of the
boattail is equal to the engine diameter. It is also assumedthat the diam-
eter of the boattail at the connection point between the engine and aft
fuselage or nacelle is i0 percent greater than the engine diameter. A complete
description of this procedure is included in appendix A.
Nozzle Interference Drag -- Thenozzle interference drag accounts for the
drag on the base area betweenmultiple nozzles. The independent variables are
free-stream Machnumberand nozzle spacing ratio S/Dg (ratio of the distance
betweennozzle centerllnes to nozzle exit diameter). The calculation technique,
developedby Ball (ref. 2) from wind-tunnel data, estimates the ratio of the
drag due to nozzle interference divided by ideal gross thrust at a nozzle
pressure ratio of 2.5. This value is corrected to a drag coefficient based on
inlet capture area. A complete description of this computation is included
in appendix A.
EXAMPLECALCULATIONS
This section presents examplecomputations from the PRINCmoduleof
typical installation drags, net propulsive thrust, and specific fuel consump-
tion values. After PRINCmodulecalculations of inlet massflow and propulsion
installation drags for a simulated F-5A are presented, these results are then
used to determine the overall installed thrust and SFCof an ACSYNTsimulated
F-5A. Comparisonsare madeof these results with F-bA flight test data.
MassFlow Summary
The effect of Machnumberon engine massflow ratio Ao/Ac for the PRINC
module simulated F-5A is presented in figure 6. Note that the F-bA has no
bleed or bypass. The spillage massflow is the difference betweenAo/Ac = 1.0
and the Ao/Ac set by the engine (plotted). This difference would be much
larger for an aircraft with a higher inlet design Machnumber MDES. The
method is capable of handling bleed and bypass in the mannerdescribed in the
section on bypass and bleed drag.
Total Installation Drag
Figure 7 is an examplePRINCmodulecalculation of the installation drag
coefficients based on wing reference area as a function of M_ for a
simulated F-5A inlet system. The total installation drag coefficient is shown,
as well as the various componentsfor maximumafterburning (A/B) and military
power settings. For this sameinlet system, the effects of engine throttling
at M - 0.9 and 1.2 are shownin figures 8a and b.
Net Propulsive Thrust Correlation
A comparisonof the thrust calculated by the ACSYNTpropulsion subroutine
and the PRINCmodulewith data determined from F-bA flight tests is shownin
figures 9a and b for maximumA/B and military power settings. The results are
presented for two engines over a range of Machnumbersat i0 973 m (36 000 ft).
The upper portion of each figure comparesthe uninstalled thrust from the
ACSYNTpropulsion modulewith corresponding values from the J-85-GE-13 engine
specifications (ref. 7). Both thrust values are basedon the AIA standard ram
recovery schedule. The table showsthe percentage difference between the
calculated results and data for selected Machnumbers; that is,
Calculated-Actual
Actual
x i00
The lower portion of the figure shows a comparison between the installed
thrust calculated by the ACSYNT propulsion subroutine with corrections calcu-
lated by the PRINC module and flight-test modified data from reference 8. The
PRINC module calculations include corrections for a pressure recovery schedule
based on a corrected airflow of 20.4 kg/sec (45 ib/sec) (ref. 9) and for the
following installation losses -- additive drag, auxiliary systems drag, boundary-
layer diverter drag, and nozzle boattail and interference drags. Bleed and
bypass drags are zero. Exactly what corrections are included in the flight-
test modified data of reference 8 is not clear, but it is suspected that losses
for the boundary-layer diverter and the nozzle are not included. This would
account for some of the overcorrection by the PRINC module. With a few
exceptions, the percentage differences for both power settings are within
i0 percent.
SFC Correlation
Figures lOa and b show comparisons between specific fuel consumption
values from the ACSYNT propulsion subroutine and the PRINC module and data
determined from F-bA flight tests. These comparisons correspond to the thrust
correlations shown in figures 9a and b. As with thrust, the percentage
differences are generally within i0 percent. It should be noted that the F-5A
flight-test evaluation may use a different method of bookkeeping, which could
account for some of the differences.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A simplified method has been presented for computing the installation
losses of aircraft gas-turbine propulsion systems. The program employs rapid
and sufficiently accurate estimating procedures suitable for use in computer-
aided conceptual design studies of aircraft systems over a broad range of Mach
numbers and altitudes. The items which can be computed are: inlet size and
pressure recovery, additive drag, subsonic spillage drag, bleed and bypass
drag, auxiliary air systems drag, boundary-layer diverter drag, nozzle boattail
8
drag, and the interference drag on the region adjacent to multiple nozzle
installations. Themethods for computing each of these installation effects
have been described and comparedwith either data or the results of more
elaborate computing procedures. Finally, a comparisonof the overall results
of the methodwith F-5A performancespecifications indicates an accuracy within
about i0 percent in installed thrust and specific fuel consumption. This is
considered sufficiently accurate for computerized design at the early stages
of vehicle definition.
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APPENDIXA
DEVELOPMENTOFPROGRAMMEDEQUATIONS
This appendix contains a brief developmentand description of the
equations that are used in the PRINCprogram. The equations are presented by
subroutine.
INLETPRESSURE COVERY
(MODULESPRSUBSANDPRINL)
This section is divided into two modules, one to calculate the subsonic
diffuser pressure recovery PRsu B and another to calculate both the super-
sonic diffuser recovery PRsu P and the total pressure recovery to the engine
face PRTo T.
Subsonic Diffuser Recovery
The empirical method of reference 2 is used. For y = 1.4,
tE----_F= 1.0 - EPS 1.0 - 1.0
PRsuB = PtTH [i.0 + 0.2(_H)213"
where
EPS = 0.37148(MTH )2 - 0.231428(_H) + 0.06
Supersonic Diffuser Recovery
Four different options are available for calculating the supersonic
diffuser recovery:
(I) AIA standard ram recovery -- From reference i0, we have
P
tTH
PRsuP = Pt 1.0 ; M < 1.0
P
tTH
PRsuP = Pt
--- 1.0 - 0.1(M®- 1.0) 1"5 M® > 1.0
i0
(2) Military Specification 5008B-- Also from reference i0, we have
P
tTH
m
PRsu P n Pt 1.0 ; M _< 1.0
P
tTH
PRsu P -_----= 1.0 - 0.075(M- 1.0) 1"35 ;
t
M > 1.0
(3) Normal shock -- From reference ii, we have
P
PRsu P __ tTH
= 1.0 ; M® _< 1.0
t
PRsu P 7M2 6
........ ; M > 1.0
Pt _M2 + 5.0 1.0 ®
(4) Input table of PRsu P vs M -- See program listing in appendix B.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of the first three supersonic diffuser pressure
recovery schedules described above.
The particular total pressure recovery schedule to be used is selected by
use of the control parameter IPR, as follows:
IPR Code
= i,
-2,
--3,
" 4,
Recovery schedule
AIA standard ram recovery -- APR
MIL Specification 5008B -- APR
normal shock -- APR
table look up
where APR is an input incremental pressure recovery correction. If IPR is
positive the installation effects are included. If IPR is input with a minus
sign, the installation effects are neglected and the thrust is corrected only
for the pressure recovery losses (i.e., IPR . -i gives AIA ram recovery --
APR and no installation losses).
If IPR is input as a positive number, but preceded by a one (i.e., ii, 12,
13, or 14), the installation effects are included and the subsonic diffuser
pressure recovery is computed from the empirical results of reference 2 (see
subsonic diffuser recovery in the previous section). Thus, IPR = Ii gives the
AIA ram recovery multiplied by PRsu B with the installation effects included.
ii
!_ :7 --
The subsonic diffuser pressure recovery is multiplied by the supersonic
diffuser pressure recovery to give the total pressure recovery to the engine
face. That is,
P P
tEF tTH
P_OT = _ × --
tTH Pt
= PRsu B x PRsu P
Also in this module, the supersonic diffuser pressure recovery at the inlet
design Mach number (PRDE S at MDE S) is multiplied by the subsonic pressure
recovery to give the total pressure recovery to the engine face.
INLET SIZING (MODULE SIZIN)
This module is used to compute the inlet capture area A c. The inlet
capture area is defined to be the total projected frontal area of the inlet,
including the projected frontal area of the centerbody (see fig. I). The
inlet capture area is computed at the design Mach number, altitude, and power
setting, and is held fixed for off-design operation.
A useful relationship which is needed in the following development is
the corrected airflow per unit area, which is defined to be
-_'2(y- i)
WFF - pt A = g M + y -12 M2
= 0.92M i + 0.2M 2 ; Y = 1.4, g " 32.2, and R = 1716
WFF(M) denotes the corrected airflow per unit area (sometimes called the
weight flow function) calculated for the Mach number specified in the
parenthesis. For example, WFF(MEF) means the weight flow function calculated
for the engine face Mach number.
Inlet Throat Area
For external compression inlet designs with sharp lips the inlet face
flow area is equal to the inlet throat area. The inlet throat Mach number is
input to the program and the engine face Mach number and engine face flow area
AEF are obtained from the engine description. Therefore, using conservation
of mass between the engine face and inlet throat, the inlet throat area can be
calculated.
[WFF(MEF )] PtEF [
ATH . AEF[_j__ 1[ + _+ %.E_ENT"
PtTH c c
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The above relation is used with the appropriate design point input values to
calculate the design point inlet throat area.
Inlet Capture Area
The inlet capture area can be computed by using the conservation of mass
relation between the inlet throat and the free-stream conditions. The inlet
capture area is equal to the free-stream flow area (i.e., Ao/A c = 1.0) at the
inlet design point. Therefore,
ADDITIVE DRAG (MODULE CDADDI)
The additive and subsonic spillage drag computational approach follows
Sibulkin (ref. 3). The inputs and outputs of the module are shown in
figure 3. If the design Mach number (MDE S) is less than or equal to one, the
bleed and bypass area ratios, as well as the additive and subsonic spill drags,
are set equal to zero. If the design Mach number (MDE S) is greater than one,
the following are assumed:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
The ratio of
Axlsymmetric cone geometry
External compression inlet
20 ° cone half angle (THETA - 20 @) can be varied internally
COS X - 1.0
Throat Mach number is constant at input value.
Ao/A c for the engine airflow is calculated to be
where
-°-A°v-=Wa
CIEN G _ 0®_cV_
_V I
WFF(M_)Pt
(Tt)i/2
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Thebleed and bypass area ratios are then computedfrom a predetermined
schedule which can be changedif desired. The schedules are currently
_L 0. I0 SFBEP
Ac \ Es-I.O/
[.(A)]_--= SFBPP .0 -
c ENG
0.5
where
SFBEP = an input scale factor for the bleed flow schedule
SFBPP = an input scale factor for the bypass flow schedule
(Note: If the bleed and/or bypass airflow schedules are changed here, they
must also be changed in subroutine SIZIN.)
The ratio of Ao/A c for the inlet is computed from the engine airflow
characteristics and the bleed, bypass, and vent airflow characteristics:
where
and
A (A_)o_-- = (i.0 + WEXWEF)
c ENG
WEXWEF =
w -- + --iP+
a c
AVENT
A
c
--is input (0.03 is typical)
The additive drag is computed using Sibulkin's formulation (ref.
2 I_rHc Pt PtTH PTH 2" -2 _ -- -- (YMT_+I) cos
CDAD yM Pt PiTH
(A - ATE) P A _I+ c cone 1.0 o
Ac P_ -_c 7M J + CS
3):
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where
Ptc= (I + M2_i" 5
-'g2-'_" 5
P
tTtt
--PRsu P
tc=
PTH
PtTH
ATH =
i
s5
0,5
W (i.0 + WEXWEF) (Tic=)
a
WFF (NTH) PRsuPPt
For M < 1.0, the cone surface Mach number and cone surface pressure
ratio are e_tlmated, as follows:
M -Mcone
where PTH
pressure is
is the cone static pressure at the throat.
P
cone "
and the cone surface pressure ratio is
The cone average
P
cone
PSPIN =-
Pc=
For M > 1.0, the cone surface pressure coefficient can be estimated
using an approximation presented by Lighthill (ref. 4):
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where 8
CPs = cone average pressure coefficient
(M2 - l)_/2O
(Ms - 1) 1/2e
+ --M2+7+ (M_- l/
is the cone half angle in radians.
The cone surface pressure ratio can be obtained from the deflnltion of
the pressure coefficient
PSPIN _ Pcone/P = CPs x (Q/p) + 1.0
where
Q/P = 0.7H_
The cone surface Mach number can be approximated by using a formulation
or, for V = 1.4,
M
cone (0.6M_CPs + 1.0) - CPs(O.35M_CPs + I) ]M ....... J
(0.THree S + I)(O.IM_CPs + i)
1/2
To complete the additive drag calculation, it is necessary to evaluate
the subsonic spillage drag CS. CS is the drag of the inlet spillage that
occurs behind a normal shock. This drag is equal to zero if the free-stream
Mach number is subsonic.
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r,
Using Sibulkin's formulation (ref. 3), we have
CS yM2
As _ A c - ATH cos % (see fig. i)
As i/2 12I[(A__ ) L tan 8]Ay Ac Yc
8 = cone half angle (see fig. i)
u KII. 0 Ao iYc 7
K - f(M ) - 0.2505M_ - 1.492625M + 2.8921
(see ref. 3, p. 7)
where 8 is the ratio of mass flow with supersonic flow at the inlet to the
maximum theoretical capture area mass flow.
Note that 8 is a function of X /y , M , 8 and, according to Sibulkin
(ref. 3), 8 can be considered equival_e"i_ mo_t cases" to the supercritical
mass flow ratio. The supercritical mass flow ratio is presented by Barry
(ref. 12) where 8 is equal to Barry's A®/A o. For the present purposes, it
is assumed that
8 = 1.0 ; for Xcone/Y c < 1.2
= 1.0 - (Xcone/Y c - 1.2)/(2.75 - 1.2) ; for Xcone/Y c Z 1.2
P/P = PNSPC = (7M 2 - 1)16
cone cone
For M < 0.4 or Ao/A c > 1.0 ,
CDAD = 0.0
Cs E CDsp = 0.0
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Figure ii showsa comparisonof additive drag coefficient as computedby
the methodsof reference 3 and by the PRINCprogram. Sibulkin (ref. 3)
assumesthe spike position to be a function of M . The PRINCmethodassumes
a spike position that is a function of M and t_rottle setting such that the
inlet throat Machnumber MTH is a constant at the input value.
BYPASS AND BLEED DRAGS
(MODULE CDBYPA)
This module computes the drag coefficients associated with the bypass
(CDBP) and bleed (CDBL) systems. The derivation of these drag effects is the
same; however, it is usually assumed that the pressure recovery for the bleed
system is lower than for the bypass system.
Two assumptions may be made for the bleed and bypass exit nozzles;
namely, that they are either (i) sonic nozzles, with ME = i, or (2) fully
expanded nozzles, with
PE = P=
15 PTE/P )°286-1]lI/2
The assumption currently used in the bleed and bypass subroutine is that
the exit nozzles are sonic; however, if it is desired to use the fully
expanded assumption, the changes necessary are contained in subroutine CDBYPA
as comment cards. Also, the bleed and bypass drags consider momentum losses
only, and do not include any drag that may be associated with the exits them-
selves. The derivation of the governing equation for the bypass (or bleed)
drag is discussed next.
The thrust for the bypass (or bleed) is (see fig. 4)
T = (mEV E + PEAL - P AE) cos 8E - mBpV _
where ( )E = exit conditions for the bypass and =_p = mE
considerations.
from continuity
The thrust coefficient (based on A ) is
c
mBpV _ -(mEV m + PEAL- e _)cos eE
CD = -C T = QAc
from reference 13,
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F E mV + P(A) = A(I + 7M 2)
p P
= F = (i + yM 2)
p PA
where F is stream thrust, A is area, and P is static pressure.
definition of dynamic pressure,
Using the
and using the
CT =
cos OE f PE PtE Pt
(I/2)yM 2(p)E PtE Pt_ P_
However,
i 2 i yM2poo
f/p definition, the thrust coefficient can be rewritten
yM2A + (I/2)A c
ao c
mBp _ 0=_pV - 0E_V E
i = PE PtE Pt® 1
P_ PtE Pt P® PE
f\ _VE + PEAE
(P)E _ PE_ = (i + y _2)
and, from conservation of energy,
Tt =TtE
Using the weight flow function, which, for y = 1.4, is
WFF(M) = 0"92M(I i+ 0.2M 213 " Wa/_t_
Therefore, the ratio of the exit flow area to the free-stream flow area for
the bypass (or bleed) is
m I
ABp
0.92M i + 0.2M_ Pt® M + 0. Pt
1 + 0.2M E
and thus the thrust coefficient for the bypass (or bleed) is
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CT =
cos 8 ABp
(i12) yM2 Ac pt E _ + 0.2M2 p i - 2 TPtE Pt = c
or, rearranging terms and using the definition of CD, gives
(A TAc)-2 1-cos 0 i+
+ (Y/2) M2 ME + 0"2M_2 (Pt Pt )
E
23.5
Note: The derivation of the bleed drag coefficient is identical to the above
derivation with the exception of the appropriate subscripts.
It is currently assumed that
P
P
tEBlee d tEF
=0.3
P P
t== too
P
tE P
Bypass = 0.7 tEF
Pt Pt
It is also assumed that both the bleed and bypass systems have sonic
exit nozzles.
Figures 12 and 13 show example calculations of bypass and bleed drag
coefficients for sonic exit Mach numbers. Engine face total pressure
recovery and bypass and bleed mass flow schedules for a study supersonic
transport configuration from reference 14 are presented in figure 12. These
values are used as inputs to the PRINC module and the calculated drag coeffi-
cients that are based on inlet capture area are shown in figure 13. The bypass
results (fig. 13a) of reference 14, and the PRINC module calculations (dashed
curve) are based on an exit angle of i0 @ and on a bypass pressure recovery
that is assumed equal to the engine face recovery. The PRINC module results
agree well with those of reference 14. A calculated curve from PRINC module
that indicates the effects of bypass recovery and exit angle is also shown
in figure 13a. PRINC module calculated bleed drag coefficients, shown in
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figure 13b, are comparedto reference 14 values for a recovery that is three-
tenths the engine face recovery. Again, the agreementis good. Also, the
effect of changing bleed exit angle on the PRINCmodule results is indicated
in the figure.
AUXILIARYSYSTEMSDRAG
(MODULECDAUXI)
This modulecomputesthe drag coefficient (based on A ) associated with
the auxiliary system (CDAux)such as losses for cooling airCfor various
equipment and compartments. A description of this drag increment is given in
reference 6. For these calculations, the total momentumis assumedlost.
Therefore,
mAuxV_ 0_AAuxV2
CDAux= =QAc (1/2)0 V2A
oo co C
AAUX
m 2 m
A
C
where AAUX/A c is a user input and is generally a small value on the order of
0.005 to 0.01.
BOUNDARY-LAYER DIVERTER DRAG
(MODULE CDDIVI)
This module computes the drag coefficient (based on Ac) of the nacelle/
airframe boundary-layer diverter system CDDIv. A diverter half angle 8D
of 20 ° is assumed and the ratio of diverter height to boundary-layer height is
approximately 0.5. The procedure used is to curve fit the empirical diverter
pressure coefficients from two references:
Reference 5, pg. 3-24, gives data at M = 0.9, 1.57 and 1.97.
Reference 6, pg. III.B.4.2, gives data at M = 2.0 and 3.0.
The curve fit yields the following relations:
1.2 eD AWEDGE
CDDIv =----M2 20 A c
for M >_ 1.55
eD AWEDG E
= 0.499 2-_ A
C
; for 0.95 _<M i 1.55
OO
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(M - 0.8) OD AWEDGE
CDDI V = (0.95 - 0.80) 20 A x 0.499 ;
c
for 0.80 _<M= _< 0.95
= 0.0 ; for M _ 0.8
where AWEDGE/A c is a user input.
Figure 14 shows a comparison of the diverter pressure coefficients com-
puted by the PRINC module with data from the two references for various Mach
numbers.
BOATTAIL DRAG (MODULE CDBTA)
The drag on the airframe back to the fuselage end point (the "customer
connect" point, see fig. ib) is calculated as part of the airplane drag.
The drag on the portion of the engine nozzle aft of this point is defined as
the boattail drag. The boattail drag is a function of the free-stream Mach
number, the boattail angle, and the length of the boattail. The performance
penalty for this drag is charged to the engine performance in accordance with
the ACSYNT bookkeeping system. The boattail drag estimation method used here
is described in reference 2. The boattail drag coefficient is based on the
nozzle area per engine at the "customer connect" point in reference 2; however,
the basis is changed to the inlet capture area per engine in the program. The
ratio of nozzle area per engine at the customer connect to inlet capture area
per engine required for the change is
AC_.__C= W(Dcc )2
A 4A
C C
The curve fit of drag coefficients based on ACC (from ref. 2, fig. 41) yields
CD8 = 0"0102 (_6) 1(I - M 1"5) ; for M S 0.95
CD 8 = ___Z_ ; for M £ 1.0M 1.53 DCC
For Mach numbers between 0.95 and 1.0, interpolate linearly between the
above relations. These equations are for a nozzle pressure ratio of 2.5.
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Values for the above equations are
DENG = _4AENG
where AENG is an input from the engine calculation.
DCC- i.i0 DENG
,xl1
where P /PtNoz = I/NPR which is input.
where WFF(1)
are input.
I12
i _tNOZ
OZTH WFF(1) e
tNOZ
(ref. ii)
W
a
is the weight flow function at M = 1.0; T , PtNOZ, and WtNO Z a
_.y+l
A_OZzH 2(_-I)
_ +_ZtU_
_x_(_÷__ _x__)_(_-_); (see ref. ii)
ANOZTH
AEXH = ANOZrH/AEXH
Assume LNO Z = DEN G , then
-i8' = tan
2_OZ / in radlans
8 = 57.3 x 8' in degrees
To correct for nozzle pressure ratio NPR, which is an input value from the
engine calculation, use reference 2, figure 42:
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and
_CDB= 0 ; if NPR E 3
ACDB = 0.005(NPR - 3) ; if NPR is between 3 and 4
ACDB = O.OI(NPR - 4) + 0.005 ; if NPR is between 4 and 8
ACDB = 0.045 ; if NPR _ 8
= CD - ACD8CD B 82.5
is then
The corrected CD_
To base coefficient on capture area,
where
CDBT D_\ Ac /
ACC = _Dcc2/4, as previously described. Finally, if
CDB T 2 0 , set CDB T = 0 .
Figure 15a is a plot of the PRINC module computed CDB T (based on a
customer-connect area of 3 ft2) for a nozzle pressure ratio of 2.5 and for
two different boattail angles. Data from reference 2 is also shown (symbols)
for the same conditions, indicating the ACSYNT calculations are low for Mach
numbers below about 0.8.
A comparison of Boeing lightweight fighter data (ref. 2) and PRINC
module calculations for the same nozzle (based on a reference area of 20.2 ft2)
is shown in figure 15b. The nozzle pressure ratio for the data is not known,
so several values are shown for the calculations. The PRINC module over-
predicts at supersonic speeds and underpredicts at subsonic Mach numbers for
this nozzle configuration.
NOZZLE INTERFERENCE DRAG (MODULE ENGCDI)
This module calculates the interference drag on the base between multiple
nozzle afterbodies. The procedure used is an interpolation between the curves
(CDI') of reference 2, figure 46, which have been tabularlzed and put into the
program. CD I' is the interference drag coefficient between two engines for a
nozzle pressure ratio of 2.5. The independent variables are Mach number (M)
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and nozzle spacing ratio S/Dg, where S is the distance between adjacent
nozzle centerlines and Dg is the Jet diameter. The value S/Dg is a user
input to the program. The final interference drag coefficient CDINF is based
T
on capture area per engine. For a given S/Dg and M , CDI is obtained
from the table look up for a nozzle pressore ratio of 2.5. To determine
the final CDINF for any given nozzle pressure ratio and capture area, the
following correction is applied:
CDIN F _ - _" NEENG QAc
where 2.5/NPR is a correction for nozzle pressure ratio and NPR is input
to the program from the engine calculation; (NEN G - 1)/NEN G is a correction
for number of engines since desired output is per engine and NEN G is input
to the program; and Tg is gross thrust per engine for the given M and
power setting and is input to the program from the engine calculation.
Figure 16 is a plot ACSYNT determined CDINF for several values of
S/Dg compared with the data of reference 2. The graph simply shows the
accuracy of the table look up procedures while giving an indication of the
magnitude and variation of the results with Mach number.
CONTROL ROUTINE (XINLET)
This portion of the program controls the sequence of calling the various
modules. In addition, it converts all the drag coefficients to the wing
reference area and to the proper number of engines, since the values from the
various modules are based on capture area per engine.
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jAPPENDIX B
MODULE LISTING
This appendix contains the FORTRAN listing for the Propulsion Installation
Calculation (PRINC) module for the ACSYNT program.
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SU_RC_IINE LS_YPA
S L_bR _.,UT Ir',_2CD_Y _'A( X,'_,],A_ yp aC, A_ L E AC, CD BE p C 3_p j,pR TOT,, PI NFp P TO)
C
C CL;MPblES T_ 6YPASS AND BLEED LFFECIS
C THE ACOIIIVF DRAG CALCULATION IS FOR THE TOTAL AIRFLOW
C _r.TERING THE II_LET. USING IHIS BOOKKEEPING TH_ EFFECT OF
C Th_ uYP_SS AND _LEED MUST _E ADDED IN,
C XKO=FR:E STREAM MACH NO
C AbYPAC=A_YPASSIAC AT FREESTREAM
C _LEAC=_LELDIAC AT FREESTREAM
C CDB{.=INC_EPENTAL D_AG CJEF FOR BL_ED _ASED DN _C
C CDeV=INC_£MENTAL DRAG C']EF FOR BYPASS dASED ON AC
C F_T_T=INLLT TCTAL P_ESSdRF RECOVERY TO _NGINL FACE
C _INF=FRE_STREAM STATIC PRESSdRE (PSF)
C PTC=F_EEST&EAM TOTAL PRESSURE (PSF)
C PIePPT=_YPASS T_TAL PRESSURE kEC_VE_Y (,7*ENGINE FACE PRES
C PTB_PT=3L_E_ TOTAL PRESSU_ RECOVERY {,3_ENGIN_ FACE PRE_
C
REC)
REC)
_PT(X_)=.7*XHeX_*[1,+,2_XMtXM)**[-3,5)
PPI[XM)=(!,_.2_XH_X_)**{-3.5)
ASSt'_E EXIT ANGLE FiR BLEED AND BYPASS ,, _5 DEG
)NOZ=XMO*XMO
LCS_E=,_b_
PTBPPT=,7*PRTDT
PTBY_-PTi}PPI_PTO
FI6PIN.PTBYPIPINF
IF (FIBPIN.GI.I,)
CDEP=C.
GC lb 23
C-,] IO I n,
_SSbME tHE BYPASS EXIr IS FULLY EXPANDED, FOR A SGNIC
6YPASS NOZZL_ SET XH_fiY (NOZZLE £xIT MACH NOl - I,
XME_Y=SQRT($.*((PI3YPCPINF)**.ZBb-L,))
ASSU_i A SCNIC EXIT
i(, X_iEbY=I,
CDEP2"2._(1,-((X_4EBY/XM_)*(X_E_OR_*(-.5))*COSDZ))
C_bP2.CDSP_+iCOSOEI(.7*XMO21_XMDIX_EBY_{X_MOP*_3)_(1,1PrBPPT
C_P-CO_PZ_ABYPAC
IF (CD_P.L£.O.) COBP=O.
Z(
_C_ BLEED
FTB=PT-.3.P_TJT
PI_LL=PT_PI*PTg
vTbLPI-PT_Lf/PINF
IF {PTBLPI.G[.I.)
CDBE=C.
PETU_N
GO TO 30
_SSu_E [HE BYPASS EXIT IS FULLY EXPANDED, FOR A SGNIC
COBY_uO]
COBYOGO_
CDBYOOG3
CDBYOGO_
CDBYOOC_
CD@YOGO_
COBYUC_?
CDBYO_Oe
CDBYOOO9
CDBY_CI_
CDBYOCil
COBYO012
COBYO¢13
CDBYOCI4
CDBYO015
CDBYGOLb
CDBYCO_7
CDBYOOIB
COBYOOIg
CD_YOGZO
CDBYOO21
CDBYOOZ?
CDBYO023
CDBYOCZ_
CD_YGOZ5
CD_YOO2_
CDBYOb27
CDBYGCZ8
CDBYOOZg
CDBYOC30
CDBYO031
CDBYO¢)_
COBYO033
CDBYOU34
CDBYO_35
CDBYO_3b
CDBYO037
CDBYOC36
CDBY043_
CDBY_kG
CDBYO0@I
CDBYOO6Z
CDBYO0_3
CDBYO0_
CDBYOG45
CDBYOO_b
CDBYOu_7
CDBYOU4E
CDBYO_
COBYO?5C
CDBYOh51
COBYO052
CDBYOG53
CDBYOu54
CDBYOL55
CDBYOOSb
Z7
Su Bk f L,T I,'..LC L..?.Y _:A
C P..L_.E_ ,_JZZLE" SET XM,'-3.- (BL_:_.U NuZZL_ ExIr
c J._;E._z = s,.)KI (_, ,i,( (PTaLE IP I I,;F) **. 286-_. ) }
C A.'.;Sb_E A ::;[_,IC ExIT ,'_OZZLE F3R T_E BLEE[,
C
_C
:IACH} :- I.
XP'I-E_E= J..
;'I_i_M :.]_.= (_ • + .2 '_X M :..8 r..* X,'IE 3E.) I ( I. ÷ • 2_XM02 )
CLi)E>=_._(_.-((XMEE_Z/xM,])_IXHL_;jE-,I, II-.5))4,C,]SDE) l
CE EF Z-C. i,_ ;_2+ ( C rJS_c / (. 7_ X M'_2 )'i,X _ El/ XME :-}E'_( X,"IE,"i0 E ,I,_w3 )* ( I • IPI" 8EP T
- (x ,"1.c"iOE¢ _ (-3,5) ) } )
CD£i ,_CD'3L ..'W'A,_L C AC.
If- (CO'3E.LE,,...) CDbL=_.
If. (CDBP,L_.O.) CD_P',O,,
I"f_1 L;,.'k
E_b
CDBY(.,_5
CDBYOC:_
CD BYO(,_5 '
CD BY,:_Cg'
CDBYL, L6.
CDBYO_(b;
CDBYO{.,o;
CD BYg 3".,,'
CDBYOCc:
C06Y0c6(
CaBYOC=
CDB¥CCc6
CDBYO_o _
CDBYO,C 7,_
o. le_
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SL _CUTINE _,R._ UB S ,,
L bPr" L:UT l '_'. P". SUr_ S ( }{ 41j PRSU_)
CLt't"bl,-S T_,_ SUBSL]h/C DIFFUSER PRE3._U_,E r L.CL}VEPY
PRSUCZO
PRSUO{(_
PRSUO0_
PRSUCC'O
PRSUOOU
PRSUCC3
PKSUOOU
PRSUOCG
PRSUGCO
Z9
Sbi_R_ Lllr _ C .) 31 ,_
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
&.
C
C
C
C
C
L,
C
C
C
C
IL
_t_-_!cLbIINE Cu_TA(XMO, XNPR,PTNCZpTTNOZ, AENb,CDBT,WA,,_C, AEXIT, BETA)
X_'L_:'c_'-".- )IPLA_ "IACH NUMBLR
XI"F'_:NDZZLE PRES:_URE RATID
FI_'_c'N_ZZLF EXIT T,JTAL PE'.SSu_':-
TTLr)/"",:2ZZL, EXIT TJTAL TEMPERATURE
ALFG=c'_EI'!L. FACE TL:TAL ARC_ S_' _T
CD_.T=d,J'_TI_IL U_,G P_.K ZNGINEp REFERENCED ru
_/:=,_NC:I,_,E AIKFL3w,, L_SISEC
/..C=II'_L_.TCAPTURE APEA_ SQ FT
C_I-:_':_-'_.-9RAGCURR_CTION FACTOR FGR NPR
Ar-XIT:NL]ZZEE EXIT AKEA #ER ENGINE_ SQ FT
AC
_It'F( )_IT,!) :092*XMI ( l.'I ,2*X 4'X_I)*'3
X,"_-X :S Q,'T ( (X,'_PR'I'_. 2b6-J., )I .c.)
_';[ZT=S ;,}_.T(TTNFJZ ) d PT_uZ*'wA I WPF (1. I
A r,,'l'AE- I ° 72 B*XMS. X/ ( I,÷.2*XMEx*XMEX)**3
,aEXIT:).
IF (ANT_E.GT..;.} AtXIT'ANUZT/ANTAE
ASSL_E
A CUSTJ_E_ CONNECT • I°2_*AENG
LNOZ : LIA OF ENG
l.l_Tl THE MAX EXHAUST DIAMETER TO CUSTOMER CONNECT
ACC - A_A Al CUSTOMER CONNECT POINT_ S_ FT
_TESL:I.21*AENG
IF (AExIT._T.ATc$1) AEXIT=ATESI
DENC-Z.*S_RT(AENG/3.141_g)
DCC=I.I_DENG
DEXIT-2.*Se_T(AEXITI3,14159)
DEX_CC-OEXITIDCC
AEXIT-ATE_I
XL_DZ-DENG
BFTAI'ARSIN((DCC-DEXIT)I{2,_XLNOZ))
IF (_ET_I.LT,O.) BETAi-O,
BET_=57.ZGS;T7_)*BETAI
TBI=Z,_*TAN(_ETAI)
CU_TBI=TBI*(I.-DEXCCC*OEXDCC}
IF (AMg. LE,.95) CDFT'.OIO2/(I.-XMO**l.5)_B=FAI16.
IF (XMU.G_Z..vS) CD_TZ-CONTBIIXM_**I.53
IF (XMJ,LT..QS.0R.X_O.GT.I.) GO TO ZO
CDBT2=C_NTBI
CCBT=CO'_TBII.9_*_,5_
CDBI"CB_[÷20.*(COBT2-CDBT)*(RM_-.)9}
IF (XMO,GE.I.) COBT-CDBTI
DIAMETER
SET ALL COOl > (CD2T AT M-1.2) EQUAL ro ICOeT AT M-1,2)
IHEN CORRECT _UATTAIL DRAG DUE TD XNPR _ARIATIONS
CDBTI2-CONTBII1,2**I,53
IF (CCBIL2,LT.CO_T} CDBT=CD_TI2
CO_NPR-C.
IF (XNPR.GT.3,,A_D,ANPR,LT.4,) CORNPR-.OO5*(XNPR-3,)
IF (XNPP,GE.4.,AND,XNPR.L[.8.) CORNPR-.OI*(XNPR-_.}+.O05
COBTO_
CDBTOC
CDBTOL
CDBTOC
CDBTOt
CDBTQC
COBTBL
CDSTOL
CQBTOC
CD_TGC
CDBTO_
CDBTOC
COBTOC
CDBTOC
CDBTOU
CDBT_L
CDBTOC
CDBTO0
CDBTOC
CDBTC(
CDBTOG
CDBTOC,
CDBTO_,
COBTC_,
CDBTOG,
CDBTO0,
CDBTUO_
CDBTOC,
CDBTO0_
CDBTO0_
CDBTO_
CDBTO_
CDBTOO_
CDBTO0_
CDBTCC_
COBTO8_
CDBTGc_
CDBTO03
CDBT.;_3
COBTO0_
CDBTO0_
CDBTO0_
CDBTO0_
CDBTOC_
CDBTO0_
CDBTOO_
CDBTOC_
CDBTOC_
CDBTO_
CDBTCC5
CDBTO05
CDBTO05
CDBTOO5
CDBTOG5
CDBTG05
CDBTOGS,
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SU_,_Cullt,i C,JSTA
IF (XNPR.GI,O.) CDR_PR:,045
CP_I:C_T-C_P*_PR
_CC-,?_93g_*DCC_UCC
CCE-T=C_T_ACCIAC
If (CDBT,LT,_,) CDBT=_,
_LIU_F,
E_C
CD_TO053
CD B TG,.'.9 c
CDBTO05_
CDBTL)06C
CDBT_(Jo]
CDBTDfo2
CDBTOOo_
-_,_r._
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|
SU_-EUTjNt CJ_IVi
SL'i:,_'UTI +,- Cf,OIVI (Xr,_pAWA_NGpCDD[V)
C
C FII PAIA AT _=2. IN G/D HBK PG 3._.4,,2
A_._L _ UlVt-_T;R HEIGHT - ..)
C FIT ]LTA _I e-.g I_ INT AERZ! t_ANUAL (_¢IA} aG
C TNLLv = .7.IV/_:TER INCLUOED _NGL_
C _A',NL, = ._,EA OF u]v-_T.'E-R _LOGE OlvID_D _Y AC
C
3-24
INb] V=-_.
C r_['I¢-._.
IF (_,P,3.,.,l..B.AND.X._O.LT..95) CbUIV=(XMO-._)I._.5*.(,G'}*THOI_/20.
IF (XF].GF..';5.AND.X_IO.LT.Z.55) CLIOIV-._.2495*THDIV
I_ ((r;.G-.].b_} CDDIV".Ot,_'T_IDIV/(X_LJ_'X_.C.'}
El',[
CDDIUCO_
CDDIO00.
CDDI _0,..1
CDDI'O0,_'
CDOIC_ 2'.
CDDIO;_(
COOIOU_'"
CDDIOC ]_
CDDICOC"
COUIL_O_C
COL)IGG._.
CDDIOC'i_
CDDIOCII
COOIO_I _
CuOIOOI'.
CDDIOC_(
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.,L, .L! llr.* _IZl._
L
C
C
L
£
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
.','.!__'LT,,_i_S_ZI;4(AtFpXMEFpXMTJ, PRL)_SJ,AC,XM_;5_,FkSUB_,SFBEP)
_L_!'*C_:]'i_,:TL SIZ_- I'4LETS
;:: ILJ: _LI_tL AN'.-,bYPASS SC!I_.OULES FGR ihLtT
I,,T- lh_l TH,:SE SCHEDULES MJST B." (.,JMPATI:!LE _,iI. THE
hLLt ', ,_It; eYPAS_; SCHzJULES IN SU_SR3UTIi,r_ C_AbDI
^,j = .:,,t.,_,,[ FAC_ FLqW AREA, FT¢FT
X_:_ = -",_I_G F_*CL FLL]W M_CH N,3
X_[ = TH_')AI ,";AC_i,_,'=I
_ = .',UP,,._CNIC 31FF, P,R,
F_SI _ • ._L_ER-_NIC biFF. P.Q,
,_IU = 3;31u _ THQJ,_T FLL;4 k_cA_ FT*FT
;I - TH._J/_l ;LS,_ ,.._._,_ FT*FT
_'T' T - F]IAL P_ZS_ '_.:C,l] tF
._t_P_' = S:¢.Lr FACTS_ FUR I_;L:T _YPA_S O;AG
A_E_CL=,:3
_FrX_;T=_FF(XMT}
[TD=_-F*(aF_(X_F)IwFFXMT)*RQSJB_(I,+AVEACO)
_L=AIu_(_,:FX_TI.FF(XMbES))*P_DES_(i,+_LACu)
_tTL_N
L_'D
SIZI_n.:
SIZIO._.:
SIZIJCC
SIZIOCc,
SIZIOO_
SIZIO00
SIZI_C-.'
SIZIOOlc
SIZIOG_
SIZIOG.,
SIZILC_I.
SIZIC{I
SIZIO_ll
SIZI._I(
SI ZI .:u.
SIZICS.<
SIZIObI"
SIZIJ_Z{
SIZIuC2.
SIZIOO_:
SIZIOGZl
SIZIOOZc
SILI_2_
SIZIO02(
$IZ1602;
SIZIOC26
SIZIOCZ;
,
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SLiiR bbl'l _ k ENGCOI
!7_7- !i
C
C
C
E t E,, GL,'I i N[ FNGCOI
l.li-'F NS 15h SD55(4)
C_.q 5 ( _,), 3[: 1.. (_, l,
I. Z,l ; $3551",_I,_,,
Daft, $D7_/1,,I.5,
[_a 1 l, S,.)35/1,, I, 7,
L_A1/' S.)_;_/I, , Z,2,
[,1T,_ SJ_JI2.,3.S,2
C D ] .....
11 (_M.i.t .i.,f}R. XM
IF (X_.C_,LT,!,Z! GO
IF (x;,J.Lr.i._) G[I
(AMU_ E Np S 00G_ C D I, F i P, &, aC • x,_P_ )
.C_5(z,}, S_n?5( (,1,C075 (41, SD85(4),CC85( 4}, SD95(4 ),
Cl)i_ (4)
Z.d_,B._I,CD5_I. I_.5,. JiiS,,,2*.(.' 2._/
1 • :i, 3,5t,C0 15 I • C_)5_, , JiB, Z _, ,_'J_t
2, i, 3, 51_CDBSI ,3]bt • }18_ ;'*, .,Cb/
2.(_, 3.5/_,C D951. u37...')37:,, 2' .tJ251
•7,3,51_,CDliL/,I'J,3_,,7;O2,°_'_t_o_ZP/
C.LL.O.) RETurN
T,] 3J
TG I_
Xf-C, _,_'AIZP. IHAN L_k E(QU_L TO i.B
G ( I C, 15,)
1( IF (x_J._T.!.5) O6 TO 2.3
L¢=(Xr3-1.211.3
CLiL:.." i,i-. r i _.5*DM
C[ IJ _},
2C Pi'=( xM?J-'t,5)l,.t
CUIi:.3CT_-,OO25_DM
61", l't., I.]L,
_f'_ LES_ Than 1.2# T%BL_/
[_i"_l [,U= 3,
[:P F,'_:L " 3,
]i (X_:O.r_.T.l.l G,J TJ BO
If (x:',o.cr..g_) Go Tc_ 7:_
IF (xe'3.GT..SD) GO TO 6)
]_- (x_'3.L,T.,?5) '3=] T3 5_
IF (_3.GT.,_5) GO T,J 4]
XF,L" _tT.'_EN O, a,ND ,)5
LOOKUP #<EQuIR Eb
CeLL T A INT (SDt ._,,_D55_ SOOG_ C DU_ 4, I _ _i._RR_ D,4C}_ib)
CuL=_,.
D_,IA!5= . ]._
F,_',=), MG
(_( 1 L, 90
_l: aET_EEN ,55 AND .75
CALL TA l__rl so 75,c.D 75, SODG,CDU_4, J.,NERR. DMONU)
CALL TAINT ( SL'55_ CD_.,5# SODG,CDLe W_ ieNER._, UMDNL )
[ etT_,:_=, Z
Be =)_ r_O-, 55
C;f, TO 9_
4L
),_'C -_-r_,_-::_; ,7_ AND .85
ENGCOvu
ENGCO0,_
ENGCJGr_
ENGC3C, v'
ENGCO_C
ENGCOO._ ,
ENGCC_CC"
ENbCgL,._
ENGCUS,_'
EN GC ,,)C,1,.
ENbC O(Jl :
ENGCO0_;
ENGCOGi[
ENGCOGi,
EN GC.gC _ :
ENGCOG i(
ENGC:JL= ]
ENGCOOI_
ENGC._I'
EN GCC,.)2_
ENGCOG2]
ENGCC_2_
ENGC(;02:
ENGCO02_
ENGCOG2. _
ENGCO02(
ENGCC,_,2_
ENGCOO2e
ENGC.302_
ENGCO0_C
EMGCO031
ENGCOC32
ENGCO:_;32
ENGCOO34
ENGCO0_5
ENGCO_BE
ENGCO03?
ENGCG036
ENGCO_)3 o
ENGCO04c.
ENGCOu_i
ENGCO0_2
ENGCO043
ENGCOG4_
ENGCQU_,5
ENGCO0_6
ENGCC:347
ENGCg048
ENGCO0_
ENGCOGSC
ENGCO0_I
ENGC_(,SZ
ENGCOCS. _
ENGC065_
ENGCOO55
ENGCO05o
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SCB_Lbl l_.L ENGCBI
I
i L =
I_
i: _
_{."
C
C
C
C
C
C
?C
C
C
C
,_,,.
96
C
C
C
CALL TALNI|S_BStCDbDeSODGeCDUe_,leNERR_DMONIJ)
C_LL TAI_TISZ75tCO75eSDDGeCDLe4pleNERR,DMDNLI
D_TAB-,I
Xf, C _ET.FEh .aS _kC, .q5
CALL T_LNTISD95_CO95,$ODGgCDUt_LpNERR_MONu)
CALL TAINT(SD85pCDB5eSOOGsCDLt4plpNERReDM_NL)
B_I_'.I
_M=XMD-.b_
C[ lu 9C
XMg _ETwtEF .95 AND _.0
CALL IAINT(SDIOeCDIDeSGDGeCDUe_e_eNERReDMUNU)
C_LL IAINT(SDqSeCD_5_SO_G_COLe4,1_NER_,DH_I_LI
D_TAB-.C_
E_.=XMO-.V5
Gu TO QO
CGU-.CI9
CALL IAINT(SDIO_CDIO_OOG_CDLe4_I_NERR_DMDNL)
G_T_d-,2
BP:XMG-Z.
CDI1-COL+(CCU-CDL)tOMID_TAB
DEIERMINE CDI FOR T_E ENGINES
COLT=(2._IX_PRIICDII*Z.*FIPI(Q,AC)
CBI-(E_-I.)*CDITIEN
kETURN
FND
ENGCO057
ENGCO{, 58
ENGCJC :_g
ENGCOU_O
ENGCOC61
ENGCOCb2
ENGCO0O3
ENGC (,C64
ENGCOOb5
ENGCOG60
ENGCotO7
ENGC¢Cb8
ENGCO069
ENGCO,;TC
ENGCOCTI
ENGCO0?2
ENGCo073
ENGC_074
ENGCO0?5
ENGC')CT6
ENGC_C _7
ENGCO078
E'_GCO079
ENGCOOBO
ENGCJGBL
ENGCOGo2
EN GC OC 8 3
ENGCOOB4
ENGCOD85
ENGCOO_b
ENGCOO87
ENGCOC, S8
ENGCO0_9
ENGCC_O90
ENGCOUg_
ENGCO092
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_T
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
¢
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
IL
S L;f-;t, L_U 1"1 :',_: CDADF.sI(_I,_ACeXt,',3,PPgXMT_XHDES_PTUpTTO,CDAD_CDADSj
'_,"YF_ C _,A'_L l AC p A;JAC _,WAp SFB E Ds SF BP:} )
t,l = I_,tL:T It_ROAT FLSW AR_A_, Fr*FT
AL = I_L;:[ CAPTURE AREA,, FT*FT
P,, = SUP::_SONIC bIFFbSER TOTAL PRESSURE
_(t'l = I=',,L_T TH_,_AT _4ACrl NO
)t_t.,_:S• INLET DESIt_,._ _ACH NL]
tiE; = FPZi" SI,REAM T(II,AL P_SSUR,.
IIC = F_,t6 SI,REAM IOTAL TE_P
RECUVERY
CDAD = SU_SDNIC SPILL ADDITIVL DRAG B_S6D ON AC
CbAC:_ - SUBSONIC SPILL ADDITIVL DRAG _ASED _ AC
AFL_AC = A_LE/AC
AEYP_C = AEYPIAC
kA = _NGINt AZRFLOk_ LBSISEC
Xr,C_ = C_hC SURFACe MAC_ NUMBER
LFCS • CJ_L SURFACE PRESSURE _ECOVERY
PSPIN = PSI_IIC ON CONZ/PSTATIC FREE Sl,_£_
Pi_PC = STATIC PRESS. q_TIO ACRDSS N.S, Al, C_N_ SURF MACH
FPT51(X_)=(].+.2*X_*XM)*e(-_.5)
P_,SPC_(X_I)-(T.*XdI*XMI-1.)/6.
WFFx_O=wrF(XMO)
ACACG=_A*SQFT(TTO)/(aFF_MO_PTB,AC)
AbAC=AOAC_
CS=O.
IF (_MOZS.bT.1.) GC tO _a
CbA_=C.
CDADS=J.
A(_LF_C=),
G_K=i.4
Th_T^=2C.
TF+_TA]=THE1A/57.2957795
CCSL_M-I.
IrE REXi CAFDS ARE THE _LEED AND BYPASS
I,HESE SH{;ULD _E _A_E COMPATIBLE WITH THE
v_LU_S I_ SL'9&UTINE SIZlN
SC,_,-DULES FOR THE. INLET
IqL_-T D=SIG_ POINT
_t_LEAC=.Z*SFBEP$(XMDESIS.)**3*(XHS-L.|/(X_D=S-I.I
AbYP_C-.5$SFBPP*(I.-ADACG)
IF (WFS.GI,.I.) G_ TO ZO
A_LEAC=_
XF_C['h;[=(X_O+XMT)I2.
_'SO]i-l.
IF (AUACG.GT.._7) ABYPAC=G.
A_EAC=._3
WC_P=AC*WFFXMO*PTblSQkT(TT_)
CDADOOJJ
CDADJ_.2;
CDADO_=
CDADOOG_
CDADJGO;
CDAD_
CDADO0);
COADOOOc
CDADOCOq
CDADOL _._,
CDADC,'OI 1
CDADO012
COAD_,t; _3
CDAOOC!4
CDADOGI;
CDADS016
CDADO,., I 7
CD ADCC. 7.e
CDAD._C 19
COADSC20
CDAOOC21
CDADO_;2
CDADOG23
CDAO002_
CDADO_Z5
CDAD'JC2b
CDADOt;_'7
CDADO0_8
CDADOu29
CO AD,.,O_O
CDADG03i
CDADO0_2
CDADO(. _
CDADO03_
C OAD,_(.,3 b
COADSu:_6
CDADG037
CDADOC'_6
CDADG07_,O
CDADC_C40
CDADOG_I
CDADOG42
CDADOOq.3
CDADOOq._
CDADSO_5
CDADOG_6
CDADO_t,.7
CDAOOC48
CDADC){s,_ 9
CDADDO5C.
CDADO05]
CDADO0_2
CDADOO:}3
CDADOG_(,
CDADOC55
CDADO_56
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:l.'k,:f L 1 1 r.: CO_DOI
C
C
C
3C
i,I t.C= tJ,'_C,:* ( ;. ÷,__ X,_- F }
If L, I GCo_[-.T_Y
l,uT'vT=,,F; ( _'ir )*oR*PTL-J
_,I=_,:.,_( L,+b,L x,,E[ )*S'QPT(TT_) IRH]I VT
,vw.Ct ',E = kC .:'_F. / ( 1 A;,_( THE. IA.L ) )
_CL YC = X AC_]F_F/YC
hLTL I_al IF c INLL'T GEOMETRY HAS gLEN 3PEC/FIED _Y ASSUMING
T_'PC,_'_I_AC,-4. NUMS:_ ANJ THF ANGLL OF T4F C_'_ OK ,_AMP
A: = 14L_T T'4k:]AT rt']w AREA.,, FT*FT
AS = FR_J,',TAL AREA CF INLET CIB AT 1,4,L_T T,_'_OAT., FT*FT
XAC_I- • OIST_NCE _-_(OM CONE TIP TO INLET T'_ROAT_, FT
YL • KA,L;/:JS _.@RRES_-'n_I,_G 13 INLET CAPTUKE AREa, FT
_CL?YC = xCr.._E/YC
THE
t L-_ _A_P .l_ CSNE SIATIC PPESSU,,E U_ AVERA,S_: OF
F;_[.E STkE_, AN{) TH_:OAI STATIC P_SSuR_
_ _ _-':..PR _-_";'lOF (xMT) iv?TOT (XI_3}
CVC3=.5*(:'I_C-I.)ICI'wPI!_(XM])
PSpI:_=(p.p: +-, ) I:..,
IF (_'3.L._.1.) S-3 TO 3_)
C_i_E SURFA_F PRESSOR: RATI_
XMLI]=XM31-1.
S'_)_'_I=5QEi(XMOLZ)
ALo:_L_O(Z.I(SQXWDI*THETA:))
AJ=-(5.*X_CI-Io)*THETAG*ALG
IF (CPCS.SI..Q) CP_S=.9
PSPI:_=CPCS_OINPIN(X_O)+_.
it (X_O.GT..G) G3 T,_ 40
C[:A_S=bo
kLIOR_
CEAL=ATIAC*F/P_*(GAM_XMT*XMT÷_.)*COSL.AM
CU_2=(ASI_C)*PSPIN-I.-A3AC*GA_*X_O:
ThE ApoR:_;( F:JR TIlE CONE SURFACE _RESSURE CJEFF INTRODUC.CS AN
:_'PL._ It, Th_ AOOlTIvE DRAG CAL WHICH ._AUSFS IH_ ADDITIVE DR_G
IL U_- N'5:'_ZER_ AT _UAC-:._ THE NEXT C_RDS INTRCDUCE A
C{_P_CTIb'_ TO THE AODITIVr DRA& TO COMPENSATE F_R THIS ERROR
CJADOC5
COAD3O_,
CDADOC5 _
CDADD:6:
C{)ADO06:
CDAD_.o_
CDADOCo:
COADOCo_
CDADOC_:
COAG_GC(
CbADOO6"
CUA_OObL
CDADOue (
COAODCT_
CDAO007_
CDADvv?:
C_AO307c
C_ADb;7t
CDADCC7c
COADo_7?
CDADJOTc
CDADG_?_
CDADOC_C
CDAOUO_I
CDADOC8(
COADO08_
CDADg_6_
CDADO0_5
COADOO86
CDADOO87
CDADO088
COADOU_9
CDADGCgO
CDADO091
CDADOCG_
CDADCOgB
CDADOG96
CDADOGg_
CDADOC96
CDADOLg7
CDADOC98
CDADO099
CDAD_IJ_
CDAD_I
CDADO_OZ
COAD0103
CDADG:06
CDADOI)5
CDADolo_
CDADOLC7
CDAD0108
CDAD3109
COADOIIO
CDADOII1
CDAD0112
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:,L
o£
LL. i =._.C
; I'CL=;.,FF x.'iLl,,,i.-F ( ;(p[ ) IP_*AC+L
."<I = ;.C-,:, T,.) t. + CC.)SL M"I
c[_r ',=(__/_C)*_SPIN-I.-GA,_.,X,IGI
CF_D _i = 4 Tg_ I AC'WP IP C* (GA i*X'IT'_Xi',T+l. ) ,C CJSL ;_,'I
CtJC.=-C_%,_(I.L)ADII+Cu_D21)
IF (xHD.L:,'],) GFj TO 5)
xl, =. :' _.L)5 '_X t.[j i- l. 4g ;" bZ _ _'X M[_+ 2. vgZ.l.
F_TA - _:;I_C F_JP HI'qI_U_4 SJPE_:_ITICAL SPILL_GL
E'EI,_ = FCN(XC_YC,XMD, TH_TA)
I,._ _'t..!5-_T bS.c _PP_A VALUE FOR 2.0 D_G CJ,w_" Ai_,D XMO-I,_
II (xCuYL.GF..,?) 6tTA-I.-(XCOYC-L._)II.55
I_ (._EIA.L6,_,) BFTA=,)_.061
XLYC=XK*(I.'AE.ACIBtTA)
AY=AC*(SJ_I(ASIAC)-XLYC*TANTH)**2
CU_E SURFACE _ACH NUMBER
8]=Xa:.[*CPCS
_c=,c%_l+l,
B&=.7_l+i.
_,.l_l+t,
X_CEXE-X_3*SQRT(IbL-CPCS_B311[_*_))
IF (xMCSN:,LT,I,) X_CON6=I,
_NSPC=Pr_PCE(X_CON[)
CS=(2.IIGA_,XMOI)),I(AS-AY}IAC)_(PNSPC-I.)epSPIN
C[AE'=CUA*(CE;A_+C,)A_)+CDCOP
_L_O AND A_DERSON F_RHULATION 3F ADDITIVE DRAG
PEF NASA Tt,, 0-7445
VIvc=(,Z_XKTIXMO)*SJRT((I,+.Z*XM31)I(I,+X_T,XMT))
(-PSI.-(PlP/'-I,)I_I_PIN(XMO)
CSADZ=2,$_OAC$(VIV_$COSLAM-I,)+CPSTISAI$CU_LAMIAC+CPCS_ASIAC
COAICZ-C&AJZ+CDCOR
CE_VS-CS
IF (ADAC,LT,I,| GO TO oC
CLAD-C.
CDAD_=_,
P_TUwN
_F (C_AO,LT,C.) CuAO=O,
IF (CDADS,LT,C,) CDADS-5,
F_l_RN
COADOll3
COAD_i,4
CDAD.)II5
CDADOIIC
CDADD;17
CDAD&.I8
COADOI_q
CDAOOI2G
CDAD_;2_
CDA00122
COADC_Z3
COADO_2_
CDADOIZ5
CDADO126
CDADO!27
CDAD3i2_
CDADOI_9
CDADOI30
CDAD&I_I
C04D0132
CDADOI33
CDADOI34
CDAD0135
CDADOIB6
CUAD0137
CDADOI3_
CDAOOI_9
CDAD_i_O
CDADOIql
CDADOI_2
CDADOI_3
CDAD_I_4
CDADGI,_
CDADOI@o
CDADOlq7
CDADOI_B
COAD_I_9
CDADOI50
CDAD0151
CDADOI_2
CDADOI_3
CDADOI_4
CDADOIg_
CDADOI56
CDADOlb7
CDADJ158
CDADOI59
CDADOI6O
CDADO_bl
CDADClb2
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rC
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
{.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
_ L _';'..,b r I.. _ XI_L_T{r. TO,TTO,PTNL]ZJTrNOz,_,FIp,_AC,RINFsAC_NG, FRSUu, XINLOJ(, 1
_' ;- ,_., _ ; T._I, .'_T., K E y Z ) XI NL,_G_2
C-h. N::NI_'_C_,_I/ZI(3)j,_-_pZZ(16)_S_IN_Z3(2}j,C1)INSF,pZ4(_b) XINLS_'_.3
C[. _,_/_ 1C/XMEF_Zb(15J,X_],Z6(7)_AEF_ Z7(9) XLNLO00_
C[ _'_ ;_IP_JI_Ix:iP_,L):LP_IPk,X_T_XMDES,AU_:.NG_wAENG_SC_G_ XINL':_;C :_
i _ KP_ I (6), XPR I (5 It y_ CD;_FTP, y2_ CDINLP, yo, C_I p_ C_BTP_CDDIVP,CDAbXp, XINL,_r,: b
? CL hPF 'CUJL P_CDA_S k_,CJAaP_ AOAC, Y_(3) _,PCI_FAC_, SF INSP_, S FADP_ SFAOSp_
3 SFi_P,SF_PP,SFA'JXP,SFD[V_,SFIP,SF_TP, ASL_AC,AByPAC,BFTA
_cLTIKE TO CALCULAIE IN_TALLATID,_ LOSOES
X_C, • FR_E SIREA,_ MACH NUMBER
LFL_ = I_CR_:_TAL PRESSURE RECOVerY KE;)UCTION INPUT
AS A POSItIvE NUMBER
i_ - PRLSS:JR_ R:COV_RY CUbE
AFF - E_GINE FACE FLOw AREA_ FT_FT
X_EF - L_._GIN_ FACE MACH hUMBER
XFI = IflKBAT MACH NJMBER
)_b_ S = INLET _ESIGN HAC_ NUMBER
PT;J = FEtE STRLAM T,]TAL PR_SUR_
II_ - F_E STREAM T)TAL TE_PERATU_
AUA_NG - AUXILIARY AREA OVER AC
_A_NG = I'IVERT;R W]bG_ AR_A OVER AC
XKFR = _,OZZL_ PN:SSUPE PATIO
FI_CZ - hC.ZZLE EXIT T,JTAL PEESSU_
T]_,_Z • NOZZLE EXIT T_TAL TEMPERATURE (_)
_ELC = NOZZLE SPACING OVER J_T DIAM_IER
• FREE STREAM DYnaMIC PRESSURE
F]_ = E_:GIN¢ GF:)SS TH&OST PER EkGIKE
_C = ENGINE CORRECTED aEIGHT FLD_
_INF = FREE STREAM STATIC PRESSURE
AL_G - ZNGIN_ FACE TOTAL ARiA FT*FT
F;_I!_ = lf;L£T SUbSOniC DIFFU_LR PRESSUR_ R_COV_RY
Fk - INLET SUPERSONIC OIFFUSER PRESSURE RECOVERY
FFTCI = INLET TOTAL PR_S]URE R_C_VERY TO _NCIN_ (-PF*PKSU8)
AT - INLET THROAT FL_W AREA (FT*FI)
AL " I_LET CAFTURE AREA (FTe_T)
CLALP - INLET _D_ITIVE ORAG PEW AIC BASE_ ON _ING AREA
CCAESP = INLET _UBS_NIC SPILL DRAG (P_R _IC) SWING REF
EL6=P - I_!LET _LE=a DRAG (PER A/C) SWING REF
C['BP ') - INLET _YP_SS ORAG (PEW A/C) SxI_G REF
CbAUXP = I_LET AUXILARY AIR DkAG {PER AIC) S_ING REF
CLblVP = INLET OI_ERTC_ DRAG (P_X AI:) }_ING REF
L£FTP = _ZZLE BOATTAIL DRAG (PER A/C) S_ING RrF
C_IP = _ASE DRAG FOR SPACE BLTWEEN ENGINES (PER A/C)
CLikLP - INLET TOTAL DRAG PEw AIC SWING _EF
C_AFIP = AFT ENO TOTAL DRAG P_R AIC Sw/Nb REF
CbINSP = TOTAL PREP LNSTALLIATION DRAG VER A/C SWING REF XINLaO_8
A_AC - FhEEST_=AM FLOW AREAIAC XINLOC_9
_6YFAC = FE_ESrPEA_ FLOw AREA FOR BYPASSIAC XINLO_50
AdLtAC = FR_STREAM FLOW AR_A FOR INL_I ELEEDI AC XINLO0_I
KEYZ " I, INLET DRAG-PR COMPUTED; -_ AFT END EFFECTS COMPUTED XINLO052
FCDFAC = $CAL_ FACTOW FO_ INLET CAPTURE A_A XINLGC_3
Sr <<<< - SCALE FACIUW FOR VARIGdS D_AGS XINLGO_
<<<< C_R_E_PON&S TO INSP, A3P_ ETC. XINLOO55
A_UZ • _CZZLE EXIT AREA_ FTeFT XINLO[:_6
XINLv_C7
XINLOOOe
XLNLJ(_9
XINL_E,:C
XINLOCil
XINL_L_2
XINL_uI3
XlNLO_i4
XINLOC_5
XINLuCI6
XINL_u_?
XINLOCIb
XINLuOiQ
XINLGC2C
XINLO_I
XINLvv_
XI NLOG2 3
XINLOCZh
XINLb(_9
XINlOb26
XINLOOZ7
XINLO028
XINLOC29
XINLOG30
XINIOG_I
XINLO032
XINLC033
XINLOG34
XINLO035
XINLOG36
XINLQL37
XINLOC38
XINLO03_
XINLOV_O
XINLJ041
XINLOO_2
XINLO0_3
XINLOQ_4
SWING REFXINLO065
XINLOC66
XINLOOh7
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!C
CL/.L_= D,
CO!_FP=D,
C_:IVP: .;,
C L, [' lip: _, .
CI.IP:C,
C_!NLP-.,
CLAF TP = i •
CE i_:)P= _,
IF (,'._.YZ,-C,Z} GO
rFSL:_=i,
T CJ +':S
Tht I_.LET IS ASSO_ED TO HAVE G_b_T_Y THAT C_h Br VARIED I_
SLCH 6 _._ER TC KEEP T_E THRO.%T _ACH _UM_-R AT THE INPUT
VALL._, THE INLET MCDEL IS {FOR _ PR'-SLNT) kL]K AN EXTERNAL
CLF_PKESSIQN AXISYMEIRIC INLEI, IF IT IS D_SINED TU MODIFY THE
TC HAn:DL. A FIXED INLLT TH_ THRbAT FL3, AR_A S_OULD BE SET
FvUAL T] THE b-ZSIGh V_LJE &NO THE SUB_O_IC DIFFUSER PPESSURE
F_CU_Y _HOULD BE COMPUTED F_OM CONTINUITY,
1F (IPK,bT,IO) CALL PRS'JBS(XMT_PR_US)
CALL pRI_L(X_J_DELPR,PR,IPR_PRTGT_RSOd_X_PRI_XPRI_PRDES_XPDES)
IF (IOR,LT,(') _TUkN
WI=,O_O7_*wAc*PrO_PRTOTISQRT{TTJ)
C_LL SI_LN(A_P_X_EF_MT_PRUES_AC_X_DE_PkSUS_SF6EP)
CALL COADDI(AT_AC_XMQ_PR_XMT_X_DE$_PT3_TTO_CDAD_CDADS_ABYPAC_
_(_LE_C_AO&C_WA_SFmEP_SFBP m)
C_LL CD_YP_(XMO_ASYPAC_ASLEAC_C_BE_CDBP_PKTUT_PINF_PTD)
CALL CgAU_I(AUA_NG_CDAUX)
C_LL COUlVI(XMO_AkAENG_CD_IV)
IF (KEYZ,EC,L) RETbRN
C_LL COBTa(X_,O_XNPR_PTN.JZ_TTN_Z_A_NG_CDBT_WA_AC_NDZ_BETA)
C_LL EN_CDI(X_OtEN_SGDG_CDI_FIP_QtACtXNPR)
_IIO-AC_EN_PCDFACI_ING
CLADQ-COAD_RATI_*SFADP
CDACSP=COADS*PATIC)_SFADSP
(L_EP=_OJ_*RATIO
C_BPP-COBPSF'ATIO
C_AbXP-CU_tX*RAIIO*SFAUXP
CCDIVF-CDOIVSRATIO*SFDIVP
C_cTP=CJBT*kATIO*SF_TP
CDIF-CDI*RATIO*SFIP
C_,F, LF-COAOP+CDADSP+CDB_P+CD_PP+COAUXP÷CDDIVP
C_AFTP=CD_TP+CDIP
C_I_SF-(COlkLP+CDAFTP)*SFINSP
k_ilURN
XINLOOS
XINL_._
XINLO¢_'
XINLGGo
XlNL_¢_
XINLOCc
XINLOGm
XINLO_6'
XINL_C.m
XINLO0_
X_NLOO_
XINLOO&
XINL_b
XINLJCI
XINLOC7
XINLOO?
XINLOW7
XINLOCI
Xl NL )_ 7
CODEXINL3_?
XINLOC7
XINL_O7
XINLOCZ
XINLOOd
XINLO_8
XINLO0_
XINL_C8
XINL3C8
XINLOO8
XINL300
XINLQC_
XINLOG8
XINLOUo
XINL_O9
XINLOO9
XINLO_9
XINLOO9
XINL_C9
XINLCC9
XINLDC, 9
XINLD09
XINLO09
XINLO09
XINL01_
XINLOIO
_INL010
XINLO_O
XINLOI3
_INLOIG
XINLO10
XINLO_
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_,uP;"'_UTI'I_ C L,AUX I (AUA _NGj, CI)AUX)
_LF: _I,_TZ_N_L AEROOYNA_ICS MANCALp NAR, VP 7-Z4 S_C 7,8
CL_L:x = AuXILIArY SiSTErS DRAG
AL,A_';C = _EA DF AUXILIARY SYSIF_S &IVIEED BY AC
FLIIRN
E_,D
CDAUOOu
CDAUC}CJ
C D AU_{ _J
CDAUOC&
CDAUCOS
CDAUCS_
CDAUOU_
CDAUOCO
COAU97 _
op Pooa ,-,-- Qg_
'_u4z,z_ 41
5l _t',CLT I_ [ F_I'_L
C
C
C
C
C
C
l
C
C
C
l
C
C
C
C
SL:._UTIh_ PPINL ( XF_LJ,DELPP, PK, I Pk p P_ I'_TI P; SU,_,XMPP I _ XPRI_ P_L cSp
J '_t"L,L S )
SUt'_"_UTI,..- Tu CC._PUTE THE I_LFI T_JTAL PvVbSU_[- REC']VEPY
I_F = P6'_JSL,.'E P-Cu#LkY BGANCH C JOE
• I, _I_ STANDA_D
- __, r'.lt SP_C ":.SC_P_
" 3, :"LFN'AL SHECK
= -tp TAEL_ LgUI_-UP_ PR VS .'l,:Crl
xP. :_ _._ S|F-EA?] KACH ,lUbbeR
L_.Lr_ , r. T_,C_ii_ENTAL Pk-_SbR£ REC,]V_RY R..OLJ:TIb,_
i ,_bT AS A POSITIVE NU'_F;L_,
r;t,lbl = TjTAL P_: T[; t_L_T FACE
IF; i3 U_':• :
L_ (IPEoS ,C) GO T_ IC
Ik_ bL,_.-[;R
IF _= J._,')S ( I h_ )
. . IF (IP,,1,LZ°.I,) b..l l:3 2--
IFR=IPR-.)
_.C Ci T'_ (3),4C,50,7C),IPR
,a._ ST_ NL, A,, P..
3C [K=i.
PKL_S=I.
I_ (XM0,_/.I,) PK-2.-,I*(XM0-1. )#*1.5
IF (x_=b,_T.l.} PRDES-I.-.I,(XMOE$-I.)*_I._
GL TC, o.
I'IL bPEC 5(C.Jk
I-_:I.
IF (XVJ,oT.l,} P_'l,-.Clt_*(Xi'lO-l,)**l.35
IF (XI_DE.i,GT._.) Pw:J_-S=c.-.C'?Sw'(X'IDE$-I,}**I.3_
Go 1C, e,',
NCRPAL SHJCK
5L
c.(
Pk=1,
PRBE_=!.
IF (x_o. Gr.1°) PR=(b.*X_Q_I(X_,OZ+5.))$_3.b¢(b.I(7.$XMO_-_°)),$Z.5
IF (XFO_S,CT,1,) PROES-(6.¢XMDZI(X_C2+5,))$,3.5
PR=P_-DELPR
PkEES=PRhE_-DELP_
GL T2 129
IABLE L OqK-b?
7t FW=XFkI(1)
PR LN:_,_ ,/1
PK IN,t j2
PR IH')JC 3
P_ IN >,.:._
PRIMO( S."
PR ING_b
PRINCCC7
PRIN_.,L 8
PR IN_,(,C,c_
PR/NOOLO
PRIN3_,I
PR I,__[ ! 2
PRINCCI3
PRINO01@
PRINd_I5
PR INO016
PRLN_L 17
PR I N_..,;1 _
PR INOC 19
PR INC{ 20
PR IN:_, L.,• z
PR INO_..Z2
PR INOC,_ 3
PRINJC24
PRINC025
PRINOC26
PRINOC2?
PRINGO2_
PRINOG2g
PRINC_m3O
PR INOC,_I
PRINO032
PR INO{ 33
PRINOG34
PRINCc_9
PRIN_O_O
PRINO037
PRINOC38
PRINC, C3_
PR INO{_46
PRINO0_I
PRINO(._2
PRINOO&3
PR INGC44
PR INOOq .5
PRINO046
PR INOC47
PRINO(.48
PRINOOq9
PRINO050
PRINOC_I
PR INQC'S2
PRINO053
PRINOCS'_
PR INOO:}5
PRINO050
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]_z (xIVJ'L|,XMP_I(_-)) bg TJ _" PRINOO..
xF I! _'l--xMP_,I (1) PR IN,.,C,-
I- (x:J.G_.x_'T__.ST.A,-,_.X,_H.I.:.X,WFR[(I+IJ) p_=xp,_i(1)+(_M.]_X_,P,_I(1)lPRiNC;_
/ ( _,,PR I ( I*i )-XMIE._ I ),_{ _(PRI ( I+I )- (_E I ( I ) ) PR INOC, G
I, (','_3.b:.;f:';TE_Ioa,JD.J(;40.LE.X_PRI(I+I)) C_J IL, Q_, PPIN_,_c
_,. CL,_I It-'ui PRINO(.o
r _.--_,;. i (u) +SL P* ( X_,,]-x,.pR I (o _ } PR IN_.',.
IF (P_,,LT,,'.) P,_-,: PRINOEo
",,_ P" '.'['_=X,-_<I |i ) PR INObo
It (A,"D. 3.LI.XM#RI(II) Gu T] .L£J PRINO_,_
_I. :-I=X/,Q; I{I) PRINO07
iF ('r")'-_°GE._MT_'ST._,ND.X_OE_.L_.XM_'_I(I÷_)) P'.OE£'XP_I(I}÷(XMOLS-PRINO_.7
_,r.;i. _ ( I ) ) I (XrPR I ( I÷..)-_MT'-ST)'_ ( XPRI { I ÷.,l-(P,k I( I } ) PRIN_C7
I_ (^_J S.Gt.XMT_ST._ND.XhOES.Lr. XMp_I{I+i)) Gi. T_ IIC PRINO01
i_( C_.',TiI.U. PR INC3?
F ,',._ S = X P_ Z (,_)+_LP * (_,4DE _-x_,P R I ( _,) ) PR INu,L 7
l_ (e_),-:,.Ll..I) PkO_J-.l PRIN,Jv7
llC F_ _l_'_-i, PR INO07
IEC I-;T ,[=,:_w,,_Sd_ PRINOL7
Ir (_;-_,b_.kE. r) iYK=IP,Er)L,M PRINOC/
_.1 b,_ I_ PRINOCB
Er,F PR INI,E d
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mFree stream _ M_, P_,
PT_, q_ Oblique shock
/ ..... _J_ ___S_V_L-.- t A_
o_t- .... __: _
Inlet throat
AENG
Engine face
Note: A denotes areas
(a) Inlet.
Figure I.- Nomenclature.
O_
Fuselage
end point
Exit
Aft fuselage
ACC =
i- -i
4
(b_ Nozzle.
Figure i.- Concluded.
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Figure 2.- Block diagram of ACSYNT.
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=nle pressure recovery
PRTOT, PRsuP, PRsL_,
PRDES
(Z_, MDES, IPR)
!
Bypass and bleed drag
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]
Figure 3.- Block diagram of propulsion installation losses subroutine (PRINC); values computed
are in the boxes; inputs are in parentheses below each box.
@@
J
III
IV
Fnet
_D Installation drag coefficients:
@ Additive = /II(P -P_)dAx
_I q_ Ac
mBLVoo - (InEVE+AE(P -Po=)
Bleed =
qoo Ac
mBpV_ -({nEVE+AE(P -Poo))
Bypass =
_Ac
® Bo&ttail=/_i(P_
O_Ac
G Interf__r_noe--/(P -L)_
_Ac
(_)Dive_te_= f(r -FM,iA_
o_ Ac
r_A[D(V_.
Auxiliary =
%_ Ac
Accounting method:
Fnet = TINST -D
TINST = installed thrust
D = airframe drag
Where:
_ere:
TUNINST = uninstalled thrust (corrected for pressure
recovery)
Figure 4,- Accounting method used in PRINC module.
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Figure 5.- Supersonic diffuser presstlre recovery schedules.
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F_gure 6.- Mass flow ratio versus Mach number for simulated F-5A with (2]3
J85-13 engines.
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Total installation drag
•0020
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•OOlO
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(a) Maximum A/B power setting.
Fig_re 7.- Example propulsion installatioll drag calculated by _:'RINCfor simulated F-5A with (2)
J85-13 engines; based on S r_L •
.0030
h = 10973 m (36000 ft)
Sref = 15.8 m2 (170 ft 2)
Ac = 0.083 m2 (0.892 ft 2)
per engine
installation drag
CD
•0010
I
1.6
(b! Military power setting.
Figure 7.- ConcludeS.
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Figure 8.- Example installation drag versus msss flow ratio calc.late_ by I'RINC for simulated
F-5A with (2 ! .]85-13 eng'ncs; b_so.d on Sre f.
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Figure 9.- Thrust correlation for simulated F-5A with (2) J85-13 engines;
h = 10973 m (36000 ft).
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Figure 9.- Concluded.
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(a) Maximum afterburn!ng.
Fig_re lO.- Specific fuel consumption correlation for simulated F-5A with
(2) J85-13 engines; h = 10973 m (36000 ft .
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Figure i0.- Concluded.
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Fig_e ii.- Add:itive (]rag correlations.
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Figure 12.- Pressure recovery and mass flow schedules for a study super-
sonic transport concept from reference 14.
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Figure 13.- Correlation of bypass and bleed drag coefficients for sonic
exit Mach numbers; based on capture area.
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Figure 13.- Concluded•
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Figure 14.- Correlation of boundary-layer diverter pressure coefficient.
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(a) Boattail angle effects.
Figure 15.- Correlation of nozzle boattai] drag coefficient.
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(b) Nozzle pressure ratio effects.
Figure 15.- Concluded.
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F_gure 16.- Correlation of nozzle interference drag ,,_P" _ •co.__]c...nt, n_zzle
pressure ratio = 2,50.
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